Date: 2021-10-04
First Name: Isabel
Last Name: carrillo
Title: N/A
Organization: self
Address: [redacted]
City: EL PASO
State: TX
Zipcode: [redacted]
Phone: [redacted]

Affirm public info: I agree

Regarding: Senate

Message:
My name is Isabel S. Carrillo. I am from El Paso and I live in Texas House District 76. I am a retiree who is actively involved to try to improve my local community by monitoring our elected officials and participating in a number of civic organizations like the League of Women Voters, AARP volunteer programs and local school mentoring programs.
I understand the importance of fair mapping for voting & true democracy.
I am testifying today because I wish to voice my intense disapproval of the proposed map which diminishes the people of El Paso’s voices by diluting our political strength in Austin. The proposed map cuts out 2 of the most vital components in our city – the El Paso International Airport and Ft. Bliss. There is absolutely no good reason to do this unless the goal is to weaken our political clout. Ft. Bliss has been an integral part of El Paso since its founding in the 1849. Likewise, our airport has been part of El Paso since the 1920s. Both sit in the middle of our city and employ thousands of El Pasoans.
El Paso is over 83% Hispanic and the proposed mapping clearly serves to diminish our voting strength and therefore violates our voting rights because this proposed map will deny us the ability to vote for a candidate of our choice. Someone who resides in a totally different region of the State could never be our candidate of choice.
I strongly object to the House map as currently proposed for my city of El Paso.

Thank you and please do better.
Good day.
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